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I can’t tell you all how much I appreciated 
you keeping me updated on my 

grandson. You all are wonderful!!!

Our family truly loved and appreciated this option. It helped 
make a nerve wrecking procedure a little less intimidating. We 
never found ourselves wondering or worrying. We were kept 
up to date throught the entire procedure and into recovery.

Awesome job of keeping me informed and 
showing me things when possible. It helped a bit 

more having this connection 💙 

This is a very genius application to ease 
the minds of parents and caregivers of 

loved ones
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I’m so thankful they had this app and a way to keep 
me updated with pics and even a video. It helped a 

little more knowing that you want ease minds of 
parents dealing with this hard time

This is the best system for updating 
families and thereby easing the stress and 

anxiety caused by “the unknown” that I 
have ever seen. 

I absolutely love it. The best thing out there. Helps 
when gamily can’t gather at the hospital and shows 
updates of what is going on so you don’t go crazy 
wondering. And watching a surgery like that ( open 

heart) just amazing.

I really appreciate your time to time updating 
us it helped us to feel more comfortable, I 
loved the ease app and loved people who 

updating us,thenk you so much ❤
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Strongly Agree, based on experience 
with EASE they would recommend the 

hospital to others

Strongly Agree, experience with EASE 
demonstrates compassion and caring 

towards family members

Yes, The availability of EASE would 
influence your choice of hospital should 

you, or a loved one, require surgery?

Strongly Agree, My experience with 
EASE showed a level of commitment to 
transparency and better communication 

by this hospital 

Thank you so much for these updates during such 
a difficult time for me and my family. It really took a 

lot of the wondering and fear out of a scary 
situation. I appreciate all of you so very much, what 

you guys do is truly a blessing.


